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Wiley Participating in Copyright Clearance Center’s 
Republication Service 

 
Leading Publisher Signs On to Enhanced Solution  

Which Streamlines Process of Negotiating Republication Rights  
 

Danvers, Mass. – Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. (CCC), a global licensing and 

content solutions organization, has announced that John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (NYSE: JWa and 

JWb) will be participating in CCC’s Republication Service with over 1,600 journals and 100,000 

books enrolled. John Wiley & Sons is a global provider of knowledge and knowledge-enabled 

services that improve outcomes in research, professional practice, and education. 

The Republication Service is a one-stop digital marketplace to acquire and grant 

republication rights, simplifying the process of negotiating those rights while helping secure 

permission to republish content from the world’s most sought-after works in a single transaction. 

Using the service, rights acquisition professionals can quickly secure print and digital permissions 

from hundreds of participating rightsholders, avoid high costs of one-off negotiations, and 

decrease time to market. 

Rights and Permissions departments can manage their republication licensing business 

more efficiently, earning new revenue by automating permissions and freeing up staff to focus on 

more strategic projects and maintain control over how content is used through amenable rules 

and pricing. 

“We’re pleased to offer comprehensive republication rights through CCC,” said Kris 

Kliemann, Vice President and Director of Global Rights, Wiley.  “The flexibility of this automated 

solution lets us manage our content and help serve market needs better, reach new customers, 

and reduce a manual burden on staff.  We’re especially pleased to have designed our offering to 
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allow for a broader grant of rights, enabling requestors to acquire the rights they need in today’s 

multi-format, global publishing environment.” 

 

About Copyright Clearance Center 

Copyright Clearance Center (CCC), the rights licensing expert, is a global rights broker for the 
world’s most sought-after materials, including in- and out-of-print books, journals, newspapers, 
magazines, movies, television shows, images, blogs and ebooks. Founded in 1978 as a not-for-
profit organization, CCC provides smart solutions that simplify the process of gaining access to 
and licensing content. These solutions let businesses and academic institutions get permission to 
use copyright protected materials quickly, while compensating publishers and content creators for 
using their works. We make copyright work. For more information, visit www.copyright.com. 
 
About Wiley 

Wiley is a global provider of knowledge and knowledge-enabled services that improve outcomes 
in areas of research, professional practice and education.  Through the Research segment, the 
Company provides digital and print scientific, technical, medical, and scholarly journals, reference 
works, books, database services, and advertising. The Professional Development segment 
provides digital and print books, online assessment and training services, and test prep and 
certification.  In Education, Wiley provides education solutions including online program 
management services for higher education institutions and course management tools for 
instructors and students, as well as print and digital content.    
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